MRC91 FUN NET SCRIPT
9PM Saturday Night
Good evening! On behalf of the MRC91 repeater I would like to welcome you to the
Saturday night Fun net.
This is (NAME/CALL) and I am located in (CITY) and will be acting as your net
control operator for tonight's net. Licensed amateurs, technician class or higher are
encouraged to check in either with or without traffic. However, as this is the Fun Net we
hope that you will chose to participate.
Before we start. if you should have an emergency during this net, please let us know and
we will stop the net to handle your emergency.
With that, our topic for this evening will be: (announce topic)
Let's get started. Check-ins are in alphabetical segments, based on the first letter
following the numeral in your call sign. Mobile stations may ignore the roll call
segments and check-in at any time it is safe to do so.
During check-ins, please respond with your call sign SLOWLY in standard phonetics
along with your first name please. If I have either your call sign or name incorrect,
please come back and let me know.
Again, this is (NAME/CALL) your net control operator for the Saturday night Fun Net.
We will now begin check-ins with any mobile stations, mobile stations come now
please:
(Acknowledge by repeating what your heard and logged after each segment)
We will now proceed with the segment:
A-Alpha thru F-Foxtrot, come now please.
G-Golf thru K-Kilo, come now please.
L-Lima thru P-Papa, come now please.
Q-Quebec thru V-Victor, come now please.
W-Whiskey thru Z-Zulu, come now please.
(Do one additional check-in prior to starting the traffic portion)
Before we start, are there any additional stations wishing to check into the Saturday
night Fun Net that have not already done so “A-Alpha thru Z-Zulu”, come now please.

(Begin the net by calling each station in order by their name and call for their traffic.
Try to interact with each participant as much as possible)
(Reminder to announce your name and call at least every 10 minutes)
(After all first round traffic has completed, remember to ask for any 'Re-checks' and
handle as needed)
(After all traffic and re-checks have been completed, do a final check-in):
This will be the final call for any additional stations “A-Alpha thru Z-Zulu” wishing to
check-in to the Saturday night Fun Net that have not already done so come now please.
(If there are any additional check-ins ask if they wish to participate with the nets topic
and if so allow them to participate. If there are no further check-ins, ask:)
Before we end the tonight's net, is there any final traffic for this net?
(If there is any final traffic you need to handle that traffic, if no further traffic):
Hearing none, this net is now secure at ___PM. Thank you all for participating and a
reminder that this net along with most of the other nets here on the MRC91 repeater
welcome new operators to experience net control operation by trying a net or two. If you
wish to try acting as a net control operator please contact our club president Karen,
KC9WQJ to participate. All net scripts are on the club web site for your review.
At this point we will now return this repeater to normal amateur use.
Again, this is (NAME/CALL), wishing you 73 and good night. Thanks everyone!
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